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General Info, Objectives & 
Progress

An introduction



REACH incubator
• Innovation Action project funded by the EU launched in September 2020

• REACH is a 2nd generation Big Data incubator, builds on the successful efforts of European 
Data Incubator to accelerate data-driven innovation

• REACH connects data corporations and Digital Innovation Hubs with startups/SMEs to 
enable the development of DVCs based on industrial and private data

• Over the period of 3.5 years, we will select, incubate and coach +100 data-driven SMEs 
and startups in 11-month incubation programmes

• Distribute 3.5mil EUR in equity free funding to SMEs (up to 120K EUR per organization) 



Data Value Chains (DVCs) 
can be defined as a 
multi-stakeholder 
data-driven business model 
where data is securely 
exchanged among parties, 
either persons or 
organisations, with the aim 
of creating value for all 
involved stakeholders. 

https://www.reach-incubator.eu/data-value-chains-dvcs-to-drive-europes-data-economy/


The concept behind REACH incubator
Embark on an open Innovation journey, where startups/SMEs, large corporates 

and DIH’s work together towards creating novel Data Value Chains (DVCs)

Startups and SMEs

 get to grow their business 

whilst solving a big data 

challenge

Large European 

Corporations 

have a big data challenge 

solved by participants

Digital Innovation Hubs

providing support



The REACH core consortium



REACH Data Providers and DIHs
Data Providers

Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs)

New Data Providers

New DIHs

https://preparatialfuturo.confindustria.it/digital-innovation-hub/cosa-sono/
https://iti.rtu.lv/en/dih
https://invattur.es/
https://www.smatorino.it/
https://connect5.pt/
https://tera.hr/projekt/digitalnoinovacijski-centar-tera/
https://4pdih.com/en/intro-page/


REACH Themes and challenge sectors
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Main achievements & 
Results

Status quo



Main achievements so far
• Open Call 1 – 16 Nov 2020 – 15 Feb 2020 (3 months) – 32 Startups/SMEs in cohort 1

• Open Call 2 – 22 Nov 2021 - 22 Feb 2022 (3 months) – 32 Startups/SMEs in cohort 2

• Open Call for Data Providers 1 in September 2021 – 6 new data providers

• Open Call for Digital Innovation Hubs in September 2022 – 6 new DIHs were recruited

• 20 new MVPs available with diverse data-fuelled solutions 

• 8 new DVCs have been pushed by the programme

https://www.reach-incubator.eu/solution-portfolio/?_sfm_open_call=Round%201%20-%202021
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/solution-portfolio/?_sfm_open_call=Round%202%20-%202022
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/about-reach/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/about-reach/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/solution-portfolio/


Revenue growth: 115% Team growth: 80%
Investment/funding: 

3,100,000 EUR total

4 new trademarks & 4 
scientific publications 83.33% gained new 

clients

90% developed new 
products/services 

80% startups developed 
new business leads

75% startups developed 
new collaborations

80% have gained media 
coverage

Results Open Calls 1 & 2



Success Cases & Lessons 
learnt

The end



Success stories
1. CROPT (winner of REACH round 1) – Serbia: strong ongoing collaboration with Delta Data Provider in new 

pilots. Approached banks and started providing yield prediction and risk assessment service. Won Banca 
Intesa / Sanpaolo Tech the Bank competition. 

2. HOPU – Spain:  Merge & Acquisition with Libelium, or something about growth of the AI / Data Services part 
of HOPU and the macro-numbers of that part in terms of general mobility and tourism services that we are 
developing and business with 7-8 new deals Cadiz, La Manga, Arona, 1M€ funding AXON.

3. Tsenso/Freshindex – Germany: a 10-month field validation with MiGROS to evaluate the quality of incoming 
fresh produce and provide data to optimize warehousing and selling decisions to reduce food waste.

4. REBASE Energy – Germany: collaboration with Hitachi Energy that we initiated during the REACH incubator 
with a total contract value of +250k€ and potential to grow. Mentors from REACH helped us with strategy 
and negotiation training that largely contributed to making it a success

https://www.reach-incubator.eu/startups/cropt/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/startups/hop-ubiquitous-hopu/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/startups/tsenso-gmbh/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/startups/rebase-energy/
https://www.reach-incubator.eu/we-spoke-to-reach-incubator-round-1-winner-cropt-about-what-its-like-being-part-of-the-programme/


Lessons learnt 
• Data Value Chains validation needs to be reinforced

• It is hard to make 2 or more subgrantees to take part in collaborative experiments 

• Coaching, mentoring and support services are very valued

• Continuous Data Provider recruitment & engagement is key for the incubator success and 
it is troublesome (still strong barrier to share data)

• DIH involvement focused before and after, should be reinforced throughout incubation 
process

• EU Data Ecosystem demands further nurturing and education on Open innovation for 
implementing Data Value Chains

https://www.reach-incubator.eu/reach-intelligence/


Some testimonials
• The REACH program has been a tremendous asset to us in terms of strategy, networking, and infrastructure. We’ve met numerous investors, 

subject experts, and entrepreneurs whose input has been invaluable. However, the Incubator’s greatest value might come in the form of our 
appointed coach who has been a mentor beyond anything I could have expected. I strongly endorse any REACH venture to apply and benefit 
from his direction as we have — Jonatan Amenedo, Roiward.io/Dative.io

• Our participation in the REACH programme gave us the unique possibility to validate our business value proposition of our geospatial 
data-driven solution to address alternative markets outside our insurance sector focus and to develop solutions for public organisations and 
civil protection units. REACH was the perfect launchpad for testing such a solution, the entire team and the mentors’ advice were instrumental 
in elaborating a strong business case – Peter Bunus, CyStellar

• REACH Incubator helped our startup to learn about a new ecosystem and a new market. Accessing extremely valuable mentorship sessions 
that allowed us to address some of the aspects we wanted to improve in our young startup (1 year old).  Furthermore, thanks to the financial 
support, we have been able to reinforce our team with two cloud engineers, from Italy and Portugal, that had the chance to train, acquire new 
skills and develop one important functionality of our MVP – Guido Mazza, ITER IDEA SRL

• REACH data incubator provided Urban Data Collective with the opportunity to closely work with a potential customer to develop a data driven 
solution that solves a significant business challenge the market is facing today. This not only allowed us to demonstrate further value of our 
existing Urban Data Exchange (UDX) core product but also provides us with a pathway for accelerated growth of our business – Alex Gluhak, 
Urban Data Collective

• Through REACH we managed to develop a brand new data-fuelled and intelligent revenue optimizing platform dedicated for hotels and 
accommodation SMEs. Thanks to our coach, mentors, theme manager, and data providers, Travel2Fit was able to increase its operational 
capacity for offering next generation tools for the tourism and hospitality sector! – Konstantinos Karalas, Travel2Fit



Open Call 3 open!!!!



Thank you!



Success criteria
1. DVC established

2. Continuation with DP

3. Investment raised

4. Number of data-fuelled products and services launched to market

5. Number of MVPs resulting from the experiments 

6. Number of tools available in the toolbox



Resources
• REACH Startups Impact Survey - Round 2 Experiment (Sept - 2022) 

(Responses) & REACH Startups Impact Survey - Round 1 (Sept - 2022) - 
Follow up (Responses)

• REACH Startups Impact Survey - Round 1 (Sept - 2021) (Responses)

• D3.4.1_VALIDATION OF KPI REPORT

• D4.3.1_Impact Assessment and Stakeholders Insight

• D4.2.2 Growth Marketing Activities

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1rScsSpWfFqbr2pSvGXuYakIi_mmrfCj2AHrv86XWFt4/edit#gid=793124080
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1S682k0Rw_ufdzlFUJ5AINKgOHn1RB2UYtodBU7a_O1c/edit#gid=136343469
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_LWCyBQkgpN_9pnh8vke7kKEiLSph7WwYpQ0vgG1JpU/edit#gid=2097129125
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TdLpyCrzbIKa6uLQFhj2o8bOVLj86Vbr/view
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xsq-LfWhfsXqrfbkG5EM2p97ZnsZchBt
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15aT-ywcdXXk8i9EA4wZv6c02pyV9VmIq/view

